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Abstract 
In the first part of this thesis, we consider total variation (TV) denoising prob-
lems in image processing. The denoising problem can be solved by posing it 
as a constrained minimization problem. The total variation norm model refers 
to the situation that the objective function is the TV norm of the denoised 
image, and the constraint is the requirement that the denoised image does not 
deviate too much from the observed image. The Euler-Lagrangian equation 
corresponding to this model is a nonlinear equation. The domain of conver-
gence of the Newton method for this equation is very small. We propose to 
couple the Newton method with the continuation method. We give a bound 
on the domain of convergence. Numerical results are given to illustrate the 
convergence. 
In the second part of this thesis, we consider a quasi-Newton method for 
inverse eigenvalue problems. The inverse eigenvalue problem can be posed as 
solving a nonlinear system. Many Newton-type methods have been proposed 
to solve such nonlinear system. We consider the convergence rate of a quasi-
Newton method based on using the inverse power method to approximate the 
eigenvectors. The proof of quadratic convergence of this method given in Fried-
land, Nocedal and Overton [2] is incorrect and we give a correct convergence 
proof in the second part of the thesis. 
The thesis is based on the following two papers, which will be referred to 
in the text by Paper I and Paper 11. 
Paper I Tony F. Chan, H. M. Zhou and Raymond H. Chan, Continuation 
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Method for Total Variation Denoising Problems Published in the Pro-
ceedings ofSPIE Symposium on Advance Signal Processing: Algorithms, 
Architectures, and Implementations, Vol 2563, 1995 
Paper II Raymond H. Chan, S. F. Xu and H. M. Zhou, The Convergence 




Noise is introduced in images during the formation, transmission or recording 
process. In general, there are two kinds of noise: signal-dependent and signal-
independent noise, see [6]. In this paper, we consider the additive and signal-
independent noise. More precisely, the observed image UQ{x, y) and the original 
image u{x^ y) are related as follows: 
uo(x, y) = U(x, y) + r/(x, y). (1) 
where 77(x, y) is the Gaussian white noise which refers to a zero-mean, mutually 
independent random field with Gaussian distribution. See [6] and [7]. The 
purpose of denoising is to remove noise r]{x, y) from the degraded image uo{x, y) 
and get a reasonable approximation of the true image u(cc,y). 
There are many different methods proposed to obtain an estimate ofu(x, y). 
One of them is to transfer the problem into an optimazition problem [4]: 
min \\Qu\\ subject to \\u — Uo\\^ = a^, (2) 
where || • || denotes the L^-norm, cf is the standard derivation of the noise rj{x, y) 
and Q is an operator applied on u. In practice, Q can be chosen as identity 
operator I or differential operators depending on the smoothness requirement 
of the restored image [4]. In order to keep edges in images, Rudin, Osher and 
Fatemi [8] consider the constrained minimization problem with the objective 
4 
function being the TV norm of the denoised image whereas the constraint is 
same the as that in (2). That is 
min / V ^ dx, subject to \\u — uo\\^ = cr^ , (3) 
^ Jn 
where ^ is a bounded convex region in R � | . | denotes the Euclidean norm 
in K^. By applying the Lagrange multiplier method, the Euler-Lagrangian 
equation of problem (3) is obtained as 
V f ^ ^ l - Mu - uo) = 0 (4) 
v l v ^ l y 
with Neumann boundary condition. 
It is noted that the first term in (4) is singular when sju is zero, there-
fore, in practical computation, a small positive parameter [5 is added to the 
denominator of that term to regularize the equation. To solve it, Rudin [8 
used artificial time marching technique. Vogel and Omen [9] used a relaxed 
fixed-point iteration. Numerical experiments show that this relaxed fixed-point 
iteration is a linearly convergent method. In Vogel and Omen [9], the Newton 
method for (4) was also considered. Numerical results show that the Newton 
method is divergent when the regularization parameter /3 is small. In Paper I, 
we first show that the Newton method fails because it has a very small domain 
of convergence when P is small. Hence the initial guess must be close to the 
true solution in order that the method converges. To achieve this, we couple 
the Newton method with the continuation method. Numerical results show 
that this continuation method converges for arbitrarily small parameter |3. By 
using Newton-Kantorovich theorem, we also give the sufficient conditions to 
guarantee the convergence. 
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Paper II 
Inverse eigenvalue problems arise in various areas of application. For instance, 
the solution of inverse Sturm-Liouville problem [3] and [5], inverse vibrating 
string problem [1] and so on. In Paper II, we consider the following type 
inverse eigenvalue problem. Let {Aj}^^^ be n real symmetric n x n matrices, 
we define 
A ( c ) ^ E c , A , , (5) 
i=i 
where c G R^. Denote eigenvalues of A{c) by {Ai(c)}?=i with Ai(c) < •.. < 
An(c). Then the problem is: Given n real numbers {A*)^^i, which are ordered 
as A^  < . • • < A；, find a vector c* G R^ such that Ai(c*) = X* for i = 1 , . . . , n. 
There is a large literature on this problem. Many numerical algorithms are 
proposed to solve it. In Friedland, Nocedal and Overton [2], the problem is 
posed as of solving the nonlinear system 
f{c) = 0， （6) 
where 
/ ( c ) = ( A i ( c ) - A t , - - - , A n ( c ) - A ; f . 
Four Newton-type methods are given in that paper. The first one is the full 
Newton method and the second one is a quasi-Newton method based on the 
inverse power method. In [2], the local convergence analysis of those meth-
ods was studied too. It was proved that all four Newton-type methods have 
quadratic convergence rates if the initial guess is close enough to the true so-
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and explain why their convergence proof for this method is incorrect. Then 
we give a correct proof of the quadratic convergence. 
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1 Introduction 
Noise is introduced in images in the formation, transmission or recording pro-
cess. In this paper, we concern ourselves with the removal of noise in an image. 
Consider the model equation 
uo{x,y) = u{x,y) + rj{x,y) (1) 
where r]{x, y) is a Gaussian white noise, uo{x, y) is the observed intensity func-
tion of the image and u{x,y) the original image. Our objective is to get a 
reasonable approximation of u{x, y). 
There are many different methods proposed to obtain an estimate oiu{x, y). 
In Rudin, Osher and Fatemi [2], the constrained minimization problem 
min / Vu dx, � 
^ Jn 
subject to 
\u - UoW^ = cr^ . (3) 
is considered. Here 0 is a bounded convex region in R^, | • | denotes the 
Euclidean norm in R � | | • || denotes the norm in L^(Q) and a is the standard 
derivation of the noise rj{x, y). 
Applying the Lagrange multiplier method to (2) and (3)，we transform the 
problem to the following TV-penalized minimization problem: 
min I f Vu dx + ^ u — Uo\\^ 1 , (4) 
^ [Jn 2 J 
where A/2 is the Lagrange multiplier. We note that 2/A is the regularization 
parameter that controls the trade-off between the goodness of the fit (3) and 
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the variation or smoothness of the solution as required by (2). The Euler-
Lagrange equation of (4) is given by: 
V ( ^ ] - X{u — uo) = 0 (5) 
Viv^ ly 
with boundary condition 
^ = 0, :r G dn. (6) 
on 
Here dQ^ is the boundary of Ct and n is the normal vector of dCt. 
In actual computation, because of the singularity at Vu = 0，a small 
positive parameter P is added to the denominator of first term in (5). More 
precisely, we solve 
C(u) = V I , • " ) — X(u - uo) = 0 (7) 
WlV^ |2 + ") 
with boundary condition (6). The least square functional (4) to be minimized 
is changed accordingly to 
J"{u)=丄 ^J\Vu\^^Pdx + ^||^ -以。丨丨2. (8) 
To solve (7), Rudin used artificial time marching technique. In particular, 
u{x, y) is given as the steady-state solution to the following parabolic equation: 
du (、 
¥ 二 二⑷ 
with boundary condition (6). The initial condition at time t = 0 is given by 
u = no, the observed image. In contrast, Vogel and Omen [4] used a relaxed 
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fixed-point iteration to solve (7). More precisely, with the A:th iterant Uk given, 
they compute the {k + l)th iterant by solving: 
V { I V w + i ^ - Auwi = -A^o- (9) 
V v ^ w ^ p + ^ y 
We note that this fixed-point iteration can be viewed as the semi-implicit 
time-marching scheme with infinite time step. 
In Vogel and Omen [4], the Newton method approach for the Euler-Lagrange 
equation (7) was also considered. Let us denote by J[u) the Jacobian oiC{u). 
Then for any smooth function p, it is easy to show that 
场= V { , � ) — V I ? . • " V . ) - Ap. (10) 
V^IV^2 + ^ ; W | V ^ " ) 3 ； 
The Newton method for (7) is 
Wfc+i = Uk - J'^{uk)C{uk), k = 0,1，•. •. (11) 
Thus in each iteration, we have to compute J'^{uk)C{uk). Although we have 
no close-form formula for J'^{uk), we can still compute J'^{uk)C{uk) by 
using an iterative method such as the conjugate gradient (CG) method. This 
just requires the action of J{uk) onto an arbitrary smooth function p, which 
can be computed by (10). 
We note that in (10) if we drop the higher order term (i.e. the middle term 
in the right hand side), and approximate the Jacobian by the first and third 
terms, then the resulting quasi-Newton method is the same as the relaxed fixed 
point method (9). 
The numerical results in Vogel and Omen [4] suggest that the full Newton 
method (11) is divergent for small |3. In this paper, we will show that the 
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Newton method fails because it has a very small domain of convergence when 
[3 is small. Hence the initial guess must be close to the true solution in order 
that the method converges. In order to achieve that, we employ a continuation 
method. In essence, we start the method with a large [5, and obtain the solution 
corresponding to this large p. For large /?, the domain of convergence is large. 
Therefore the Newton method converges quadratically for reasonable initial 
guess such as the observed image. We use the solution for large j3 as the initial 
guess for the method with smaller p. We will see that this method can give 
convergence for arbitrarily small P. Using Newton-Kantorovich theorem, we 
will establish sufficient conditions that guarantee the convergence. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2, we give our Newton continua-
tion algorithm. In §3, we analyze the dependence ofthe domain of convergence 
of the method on the parameters A and f3. Numerical results are given in §4. 
2 The Method 
Let us motivate our method by considering the following 1-dimensional prob-
lem: find the zeros of 
"二7^  + 入("。)， （12) 
when f3 is small, cf. (7). Figure 1 shows the graphs of y for different values of f5 
when A = 0.5 and Xo 二 0.4. We see that for j3 small, the domain of convergence 
of the Newton method will be very small. Thus if we start the Newton method 
for a small f3, the method is divergent. However, we can easily find the root 
for any small j3 by using the continuation method. More precisely, we start 
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Figure 1. Graphs of function (12) with p = 10，1,0.1 and 0.01. 
the Newton method with p 二 10 say. The method is convergent even when 
we are very far away from its solution. The solution to this problem should 
be a good initial guess for the Newton method for f3 = 1. The solution of the 
Newton method for [3 = 1 in turn will be a good initial guess for the problem 
with |3 二 0.1 and so on. 
Our method for solving the modified Euler-Lagrange equation (7) is based 
on the same idea. Let f3* and A* be given positive numbers for which we want 
to solve (7). Our approach is to choose suitable large Ai and /¾, then fix one of 
them, say f3i and decrease the other i.e. A, towards the given value A*. Once 
we get the solution corresponding to pi and A*, then we fix A* and decrease 
|3 from |3i towards |3*. For each given A and /?, we solve the solution by the 
Newton method (11). The update J~^{u)C{u) is obtained by the conjugate 
gradient method. This only requires the computation of J{u^)p which can be 
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evaluated by (10). To be more specific, we write down the algorithm below: 
The Algorithm 
(i) Set k = 1 and choose suitable large Ai and /¾. Use uo, the observed 
image as the initial guess wi，i. 
(ii) While Xk > A*, do 
(a) Use Uk,i as the initial guess. 
(b) Use Newton's method to find the solution of 
^ f Vu \ � ( � „ 
V — = = = - Xk[u - iio) = 0. 
V^|VzzP + A / 
Denote the solution as i^fc+i,i. 
(c) Choose Afc+i < A .^ 
(d) Set k = k + l. 
(iii) Let the final solution of Step (ii) be denoted by u*，i. Set 1 = 1. 
(iv) While f3i > P\ do 
(a) Use u � i as the initial guess. 
(b) Use Newton method to find the solution of 
( \/y \ 
V I - A > - u o ) = 0. 
V v 1 W + A 7 
Denote the solution as u*,;+i. 
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(c) Choose A+i < A-
(d) Set 1 = 1 + 1. 
(v) The final solution of Step (iv), denoted by u*’* will be the solution to the 
Euler-Lagrange equation (7) with the prescribed parameters A* and j6*. 
Clearly one can construct another similar method: fix A first and vary /3. 
Our numerical results indicate that it is not as good as fixing P first. 
3 Convergence Results 
Before we begin, let us introduce some notations. Let WC^^  denote the set of 
all real n-hj-n matrices. For all v,w G R^^^, we define the discrete L^ inner 
product of V and w as 
1 n 
〈〜切�0 二 ：；^ E AjMj-
rL i,j=i 
We will use Vi and V2 to denote the central difference operators in two dif-
ferent directions. More precisely, 
Vfi+i)j - V(i-i)j . 
ViVij = � ) J h � ~ ~ - , 1 < 1 < n - 1, 
and 
• 2 � ^ L p z l i , l < , < n - l . 
Here h = l /n . We set Vi^ij = VnVnj = 0 for all 1 < j < n and V2Vn 二 
•2^n — 0 for all 1 < i < n. We define the gradient of the matrix v at the 
(z,j)th entry to be 
Vvij 二 {ViVij, V2Vij), 1 < i,j < n. 
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In our proof, we also require the discrete Sobolev H^ norm of v, which is 
defined as 
|M|^  三 lbllo + ||Vi^ ||o + ||V2^ ||o-
In the following, for simplicity, we write 
•Uij = )/|V^p + /3. 
In this matrix setting, the discretized Euler-Lagrange equation (7) becomes a 
matrix equation L{u) = 0, where the {iJ)th entry of the matrix L{u) is given 
by 
[L{u)],, = V f ^ — Ku - uo)^j 二 0. (13) 
\ 9 ¾ . / 
We note that L{u) can be viewed as a functional L^ from R^^^ into R. In 
fact, given any matrix p G 股似”，by summation by part, 
L “ p ) 三 { L { u l p ) , = • t ( - ¾ ¾ - Mu - uo).,pA， 
几 i,j=i 1 v^j ) 
where 
Vuij • Vpij 三 ViUijViPij + V2UijV2Vij^ 1 < � j < 化 
Now we discretize the Jacobian operator J{u) in (10). Given the matrices 
u, p e R^xn, the discrete Jacobian operator J{u) acting on p is a matrix defined 
by 
• = • -^•(^ ^•如.（14) 
Similar to above, we can view J{u) as a bilinear form on R^^^ x R^^^ into K. 
More precisely, for all p, q G R"xn，jjj^, q) is defined as 
” 、 " ， 、 \ 1 ^ / ^ ¾ - ^ ¾ - I ( v ^ - v p ^ i ) ( v ^ - v ^ ) V g-A 
场,…三〈八*,力0 二 n- 1 \ ― ^ 0 ^ + ^ \P”％ ] • 
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We note that the operator norms of Lu and 人 are defined by: 
T \Lu{v) Lu = sup 
P7^0 P 1 
and 
. ]Ju{P^ g) 
Ju = sup . 
P7^0,97^0 p 1 q 1 
Clearly, L^ and J^ are bounded operators. 
The Newton method for the discrete Euler-Lagrange equation (13) is 
Uk+i = Uk - J{uk)~^L{uk), k = 1, 2, • • • (15) 
where J{u)~^ is the inverse of the operator J{u) as defined in (14). We note 
that we do not have a formula for J(Uk)] . However, the action of J(uk) onto 
any matrix p G R^^" can easily be evaluated by (14). In our numerical tests, 
J(uk)'^L(uk) is computed by the conjugate gradient (CG) method. We now 
claim that the operator J(u) is negative definite, hence the CG method is 
applicable. 




Proof: For all p e 於似几，we have 
W, ,) — 1 A (_Vp r^Vp.. + iVp^^：^ _ ,| |.| 
人(外灼—n2 ^¾ 1 0¾ 十 Ou# 叫J 
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= 1 A [ — | V p ” f ( | V � | 2 + P) + ( V ^ - V p . , f , 2l 
— ^ � i l l ^ ] J 
1 A / , 驅 / , ., , - ( | V p . , f | V ^ . / ) + (VPz , -V^)M 
二 p £ i ( - ^ ^ ^ ] | p w + ^ J 
三 Ai + 4 
Obviously, A1,A2 < 0. Hence 
WP，P)l2-� = i E { ^ + A b M P k « . 
Therefore 
|丨人丨|丨S —- • 
M 
We will use the following Newton-Kantorovich theorem to determine the 
domain of convergence for our method. 
Theorem 1 (Newton-Kantorovich [3, p.256]) Given a mapping f : R7^  ~> 
R ^ and a convex set C G R^； let Df be the Jacobian o f f and satisfy the con-
ditions: 
(a) WDf{x) — Df{y)W < j\\x - y\\ for all x,y G C , 
(b) \\Dj\xo)f{xo)\\<a, 
(c) ||I^7'(x0)ll<r/. 
for some Xo G C. Consider the quantities 
S --- ajTj, 
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and 
1 - V T ^ p = ^ ^ “ ^ « . 
If 6 < 1/2 and the ball Sp{xo) centered at Xo with radius p is a subset of C, 
then the sequence {a:^} defined by the Newton method: 
Xk+i = 0Ck — Df{xk)~^f{xk) , k = 0,1, 2 , . . . , 
remains in Sp{xo) and converges to the unique zero of f{x) in Sp{xo) D C. 
In view of Lemma 1, we already have the bounds for the second and third 
conditions in Theorem 1. We now establish a bound for the first condition in 
Theorem 1. 
Lemma 2 Let u, v G R^^^； then 
\\Ju —人||| 2 2np\\u — f||i, 
where 
p = max I ^ 1^~~1 + max (^-^！ + m a x | ; r ^ i . (17) 
l<z,j<n \ OUijOVij ) l<iJ<n [ OUij^ J 1<^^<^ [ OVi/ J 
Proof: For all p, q G R^^^, 
{Ju 一 Jv){p^ q) 
1 ^ f _ n < 1 1 、 , x V u i j V p i j V u i j V q i j V v i j V p i j V v i j V q i j A \ 
二 碎1卜典.(‘-、)+ [ "^“^  ^“ j^j 
兄^？一丄 、 
— 1 ^ ifV7 XI ^rV(^+'^)u-V(^-^kl 
= ^ i i i ( , ' o � o � ( o � + • � ) ] 
[Vui]'Vqij)[Vuij'Vpij) — (Vvy.Vqy)(V2Jij-Vpij)]^ 
+L ^ ^ V 
三;^ E(^ i + ^^ )-
几 hj=i 
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We first note that |V(^ + v)ij\ < \Ouij + Ovij\ for all 1 < iJ < n and 
max V(n — v)ij < n\\u — |^|i. 
^<hj<n 
Therefore it is straightforward to show that 
1 ^ f 1 1 
1 V \Bi\ < max <^  - ~ ~ - ^ > n\\u - v\\i\\p i q i. 
n2 .^^ l<i,j<n \ OUijOVij J 
For B2, we note that 
^ = ^ 5 ^ ( V , , - V ( . - . ) , ) + ^ ; ^ ( V p . - V ( . - . ) , ) 
^J 巧 
+(•〜••”。(•、•••恥‘）（^:^ - ^:^)， 
where the last term is equal to 
,V7 V 7 � / , Y 7 Y7 v ( V ( ^ k - V ( " ) " ) ( 0 W _ 7 ^ % . + 0 % 2 + 0 % 2 ) l 
- ( v % . . v ^ ) | ( V ^ - V ^ ) ( {Ou,,Ov,,Y{Ou,, + Ov.,) ] • 
Thus we have 
{Ju - Jv)[p,q)\ < 2nz^|l^ -^ ;||i|b||il|g||i. • 
Combining Lemmas 1, 2 and Theorem 1, we obtain our main theorem. 
Theorem 2 Let L{u) be defined .as in (13). For fixed X and (3，let ui be 
the initial guess and {uk} be the corresponding Newton sequence for solving 
L{u) 二 0. Let \ \u2 — ui\\i 二 a and fj., v be given by (16) and (17) respectively. 
If 
2anu 1 
^ = < 0 ' 
jji 2 
« 
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then Uk G Sp{ui) for all k and converges to the unique solution ofL(u) = 0 in 
Sp{ui)^ where the radius of the ball Sp{ui) is given hy 
1 — x/r=^ 
厂^“^“^  
4 Numerical Examples 
In this section, we present results of our denoising algorithms on two test 
images. The noisy image uo is obtained by adding random noise of level a to 
the true image u. More precisely, we add random error to each pixel of the 
true image such that \\u-uo\\o/\\u\\o = a. In the examples, we choose a = 0.3. 
Our first test example is a 32-by-32 pixel image. The original image and 
the noisy image are shown in Figure 2. In Table 1, the first two columns 
indicate the path we took in getting to the final prescribed A and /3. The 
initial guess for the first set of A and /5 is chosen to be the observed image 
UQ. The initial guess ui at the other sets of A and f5 is given by the optimal 
solution of its previous set of A and j8. In the table, we also give the numbers 
of Newton iterations (7V) and the average numbers of the inner CG iterations 
(C) for different set of parameters A and |3. We note that the cost per one 
inner CG loop is of 0(n^) operations, where n = 32 here. The tolerance for 
the Newton and CG methods are lO—? and lO—io respectively. In Table 1, we 
also give the residual \\L{uk)\\o, where Uk is the optimal solution for the given 
set of A and p. The last column gives the difference between the initial guess 
ui at the current set of A and f3 and the second iterant u�obtained after one 
Newton iteration {cf. Theorem 2). 
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A |3 N C residual ||^ i^_i^ 2||o 
1000~~20~~4 9 Z ^ 0 0 ^ 8 ~ ~ 
400 20 5 13 l.Oe-12 0.0412 
150 20 5 23 2.1e-10 0.0446 
75 20 4 29 4.0e-10 0.0367 
75 10 4 32 1.6e-12 0.0078 
75 2 5 54 2.1e-ll 0.0189 
75 0.5 5 77 1.6e-9 0.0132 
75 0.1 6 119 2.0e-9 0.0121 
Table 1. Number of iterations for Example 1. 
In Figure 3, we show the denoised image with j3 = 0.1 and A = 75. To 
emphasize that our method always converges for arbitrarily small positive f3 
and A, we also show in Figure 3 the denoised image for j3 = 10—6 and A = 
75. We observe that the denoised image is often quite good visually even for 
reasonably large /? and A. However, it will still be good to have a quadratically 
convergent method which allows us to get fast convergence for arbitrarily small 
j3 and A. 
In Figure 4, we show the original image and the noisy image of our second 
example, which is a 64-by-64-pixel image. The convergence results are listed 
in Table 2. The denoised image is in Figure 5. 
We finally remark that the linear solves in the inner loops are done with 
CG with no preconditioning. However, our continuation method can be used 
with any linear solver such as a multigrid method (cf [1]) or with CG methods 
with any preconditioner. The use of specific preconditioner to speed up the 
inner loop CG method will be discussed in our future work. 
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A P N C residual \\ui - u2W0 
~T^~~20~~7~~~l6~~l.Oe-12 0.0929~~ 
600 20 6 20 2.3e-10 0.0554 
400 20 6 22 l.Oe-12 0.0261 
250 20 5 37 6.2e-8 0.0231 
150 20 5 43 3.0e-12 0.0259 
100 20 4 59 1.3e-9 0.0269 
100 10 4 66 1.6e-10 0.0081 
100 2 6 110 6.1e-10 0.0184 
100 0.5 6 157 8.7e-9 0.0121 
100 0.1 12 289 1.3e-ll 0.0113 
Table 2. Number of iterations for Example 2. 
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The Convergence Rate of a Quasi-Newton 
Method for the Inverse Eigenvalue Problem 
Raymond H. Chan* Shu-fang Xu^ Hao-min Zhou^ 
November 1, 1996 
1 Introduction 
Let {Aj]^^i be n real symmetric n x n matrices. For any vector c = (c1,C2, 
...,Cn)^ in R^, we define 
n 
A { c ) ^ j : c , A , , (1) 
i=i 
and denote its eigenvalues by {Ai(c)}?=i with Ai(c) < . . . < An(c), and their 
corresponding normalized eigenvectors by {qi{c))^=v The inverse eigenvalue 
problem refers to the following one: Given n real numbers {A*>^^i, which are 
ordered as A^  < . •. < A；, find a vector c* G R^ such that A (^c*) 二 A* for 
i 二 1, •.., n. This problem can be posed as a problem of solving the nonlinear 
system 
/ ( c ) = 0 , (2) 
*Department of Mathematics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong. 
tDepartment of Mathematics, Peking University, Beijing, P. R. China. 
^Department of Mathematics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong. 
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where 
f{c) = {X,{c)-X{r-'An{c)-Kf. (3) 
We will assume that the given eigenvalues are distinct, i.e. 
At < A； < . . . < A:， （4) 
and that the Jacobian J(c*) of f{c) at the true solution c* is nonsingular. In 
Friedland, Nocedal and Overton [1], they have proposed to solve the nonlinear 
system (2) by Newton-type methods. The first one considered was the Newton 
method and the second one was a quasi-Newton method based on the inverse 
power method. It was proved that both methods converge quadratically. 
In this paper, we first note that the proof of the quasi-Newton method as 
given in [1] is incorrect. We then give a correct proof of the convergence. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2, we give the algorithm of a 
quasi-Netwon method based on the inverse power method for solving (2). The 
convergence rate of the method is given in §3 where we briefly explain why the 
proof of the convergence rate as given in Friedland, Nocedal and Overton [1 
is incorrect. Some results on matrix perturbation theory and five preliminary 
lemmas that are useful in proving the convergence rate are given in §4 and 
§5 respectively. In §6, we prove the convergence rate by the mathematical 
induction. Finally concluding remarks are given in §7. 
2 The Algorithms 
Since the inverse eigenvalue problem is equivalent to the problem of solving 
the nonlinear system (2), we can use Newton-type methods to solve it. Before 
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we introduce the algorithm, we first remark that if two vectors b and c are 
close, then the matrices A{b) and A{c) they formed are also close. 
L e m m a 1 For any vectors b and c in R", we have 
\\A{b)-A{c)\\F<^i\\b-c\l (5) 
where || . ||p and || . || denote the matrix Frobenius norm and vector 2-norm 
respectively, and 
( 几 \ 1/2 
"三 £|為丨|4 • (6) 
Vi=i / 
Proo f : For any vectors b 二 (bi, •., bn)^ and c = (ci , . . •, c^)^, we have, by 
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
WA{b)-A{c)Wl = ||Efe-c,-)A,||^ 
j=i 
n ( n \ 
= E E ( ^ - ^j)[^jh 
i"=i \j=i 
n ( n \ ( n \ 
< E Efe-q)2 E [ ^ 
i,l=l Vi=i / V=1 / 
< wb-crtt[AAh-wb-cr(EK-iiF)- • 
i,l=lj=l V=1 / 
We note that by using (4), (5) and results on matrix perturbation theory 
given in Wilkinson [5, pp.66-68], one can show that the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of A{c) are differentiable functions with respect to c for c sufficiently 
close to the true solution c*. 
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L e m m a 2 (Sun [4，Theorem 2.3]) Let A{c) e R^^^ be an analytic sym-
metric matrix-valued function defined on R^. For any given vector c* G R^； if 
A{c*) has n distinct eigenvalues, then there exist a scalar eo > 0； n analytic 
scalar functions {Ai(c)}g^i and n analytic vector-valued functions {&(c)}�=” 
such that for all c with \\c — c*|| < eo； we have 
A{c)qi{c) = Xi{c)qi{c), i = 1，.. .，n (7) 
and 
qi{c)^qi{c) = 1, :i = l , . . . , n . (8) 
According to (8), we have 
^ ^ c ) = 0, l<i^J<n. (9) 
dcj 
Clearly, from (1), we have dA{c)|dcj = Aj, for j = 1, •..，n. Therefore, by (7) 
and (9), we have 
学 二 g.(cr^g^(c) = g^(cfAMch 1 < M- < n. 
OCj OCj 
Thus the Jacobian J(c ) of the function / ( c ) defined in (3) is given by 
[J(c ) ] , , = \ ^ ] = & ( c f A ^ ( c ) , l < i , j < n . (10) 
- 」i,j 
Using (1), it is easy to verify that , 
J ( c ) - c = ( A i ( c ) , - - - , A . ( c ) f . (11) 
Recall that the Newton method for / ( c ) 二 0 is defined by 
c^+i = c ^ - [ J ( c ^ ) ] " V ( c ^ ) , A: = l ， 2 r � 
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By (11) and (3), this becomes 
J{c') . c&+i = (At, A*, . . . , X:f, k = 1，2, •. •. (12) 
Thus the algorithm of the Newton method for solving the inverse eigenvalue 
problem (2) is as follows: 
Method I 
Choose a starting vector c^ Then for k 二 1, 2 , . . . , do 
(i) Form A{c^) by (1). 
(ii) Compute all the eigenvalues Az(c” and normalized eigenvectors qi{c^) of 
A{c^). 
(iii) Choose the sign of all qi{c^) to make fe(c^"^))^^z(c^) > 0 when k > 1. 
(iv) Stop if maxpi’...’n lA,(c^) — A*| is small enough. Otherwise, continue. 
(v) Form J{c^) by (10). 
(vi) Compute the next iterant c^ +^ by solving (12). 
We note that in step (ii), the exact eigenvalues {X^{c^)}i^l and eigenvectors 
{Qi{c^)}?=! of ^(c^) are computed. That is very expensive. For a general ma-
trix, computing a pair of eigenvalue and eigenvector requires 0{n^) operations. 
There are now n pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be computed at each 
iteration. Thus the total cost per iteration of Method I is 0{n^) operations. 
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One way to alleviate the cost is to approximate the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of A{c^) instead of computing them exactly. The following quasi-
Newton method is based on using the inverse power method to find the ap-
proximate eigenvectors qf to Qi{c^). 
Method II 
Choose a starting vector cK Then form A(c^) by (1) and compute its exact 
eigenvalues Aj and the normalized eigenvectors qj, 1 < i < n. Then for 
k 二 1 , 2 , . - .， d o 
(i) Form Qk = [gf, •. •, q ^ the matrix with the iih column given by gf and 
A* = diag(A*i,...,A;). 
(ii) Stop if WQkM^^)Qk — A*||F is small enough. Otherwise, continue. 
(iii) Form Jk (cf. (10)) where 
[ J ‘ j = feY�%*, 1 < ^ ^ ' < ^ - (13) 
(iv) Compute the next iterant c^ +^ by solving (cf. (12)) 
J , ? + i = ( A ! , A;，...,A : r . (14) 
(v) Form A{c^+^) by (1). 
(vi) For each i = 1,. •.，n, solve v^ in 
( A ( c ^ ) - X:i)v^ = qt (15) 
Here I is the identity matrix. 
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(vii) Normalize vf^ i — 1 , . . . , n, 
n，i 二 "^. (16) 
lbfll 
(viii) Compute the next approximate eigenvector by 
gf+i 二 s w n � ( u n � , . (17) 
We note that the main cost per iteration of Method II is at step (vi) where n 
linear systems are solved. Usually, it saves much computational cost comparing 
with step (ii) of Method I where the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(c&+i) 
are computed exactly and directly. Since the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
A(ci) are computed exactly, we see that the iterants c^  generated by Methods 
I and II are the same. 
Comparing our Methods I and II with the methods given in [1], our methods 
fix the signs of gf and qi{c^) per iteration, see Steps (iii) and (viii) in Meth-
ods I and II respectively. We remark that the new iterants in both methods 
actually do not depend on the signs of the eigenvectors and the approximate 
eigenvectors, because the Jacobians don't change as the signs of the eigen-
vectors and approximate eigenvectors are changed. Here we fix the signs just 
for convenience in the convergence proof that we will give in the subsequent 
sections. 
3 The Convergence Rate 
Both Methods I and II have been studied in many literatures. The quadratic 
convergence rate of Method I has been proven in [1 . 
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Theorem 1 (Friedland, Nocedal and Overton [1]) Suppose that the in-
verse eigenvalue problem (2) has a solution c* and that the Jacohian ma-
trix J{c*) is nonsingular. Then there exist scalars ei,pi > 0 such that if 
|ci — c*|| < 6i, then the iterants c^ of Method I converge quadratically to c*, 
i.e. 
I|c^_c*|| <pi||c^-c*||2, A; = i , 2 , . . u 
In the same paper, they have claimed that the convergence rate of Method 
II is also quadratic. 
Theorem 2 Suppose that the inverse eigenvalue problem (2) has a solution 
c* and that the Jacohian matrix J(c*) is nonsingular. Then there exist scalars 
e, p > 0 such that if ||c^  — c*|| < e，then the iterants c^ of Method II converge 
quadratically to c*, i.e. 
Ilc^+i-c*l|<p||c^-c*|p, k = l,2,.... 
In [1], the theorem was proved like this: Let Q = [gf, • • •, Qn] and P = 
[gi(c*), ...,gn(c*)]. Define X by 
eX 二 QTR (18) 
Then they claimed that X is a skew-symmetric matrix. Hence by Corollary 
3.1 [1], they got, 
||X||<a||Q-P||, (19) 
where a is a constant independent of k. Since P is a matrix of eigenvectors of 
_A(c*), then 
e^A*e-^ = Q^A(c*)Q. (20) 
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Take expansion of (20), then 
A* + X A * - A*X = Q^A{c')Q + 0{\\Xf). (21) 
Therefore, the diagonal equation of (21) is 
A* = feTA(c*)gf + 0(l|X|p). 
Comparing it with the iteration formula (14), it has 
j , ( c ^ + i - c * ) = 0 ( | | X | n . (22) 
Then by the nonsingularity assumption on J(c*) and (19), the quadratic con-
vergence follows. 
We note that in this proof, X is assumed to be a skew-symmetric matrix 
and this is not true. Since the matrix Q in Method II is computed by one 
step inverse power method, it is not guaranteed to be orthogonal. Therefore 
QTp in general is not an orthogonal matrix. Hence X in general is not a 
skew-symmetric matrix. That implies that the inverse of e^ may not be the 
transpose of e^ and (20) may be incorrect. Thus we cannot obtain the ex-
pansion (21) and (22). Moreover, Corollary 3.1 of [1] cannot be used to derive 
(19). In particular, we cannot use (22) and (19) to get the required quadratic 
convergence. 
In the remaining of the paper, we will give a correct proof of this quadratic 
convergence. The idea of the proof is to use the mathematical induction to 
prove that if c^  is sufficiently close to c*, then the following two inequalities 
hold for k 二 1，2，...: 
||gf — qi{c*)W < 7||c' 一 c*||, i 二 1，2,. • •，n, (23) 
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and 
||c^+i_c*|l<p||c^-c*|p. (24) 
Here 7 and p are constants independent of k. 
4 Perturbation Theory 
Before we go on, we need some standard results in matrix perturbation theory. 
The following lemmas show that if a vector c is close to the true solution c*, 
then the corresponding eigenvalues {Ai(c)}?=i and eigenvectors {qi{c))^=i of 
A{c) are also close to that of A{c*). 
Lemma 3 For any c in R"； we have 
|A,(c)-A*| <Ml|c-c*||, z = l , . . . , n (25) 
where /x is given by (6). 
Proof: By (5) and the Hoffman-Widlandt Theorem, see for instance Wilkinson 
.5，p.l04], we have for all i = 1，.. •，n, 
|A,(c) - A:|2 < X： |A,(c) — A*|2 < ||A(c) — A ( c * ) ^ < fi'Wc - c*|p. 口 
i=i 
As a corollary, we can prove that the eigenvalues {Ai(c)}Li of A{c) are 
distinct if c is close to c*. 
Corollary 1 Let 
" 二 min ^ ^ � 0 . (26) 
l<i^j<n 2 
> 
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Then if ||c — c*|| < i^/|Ji, we have 
|A,(c ) -A*|>z^>0, 1 < z ^ j < n, (27) 
and 
lA,(c) -A,- (c)|>0, 1 < z ^ j < n, (28) 
i.e, the eigenvalues of A{c) are distinct. In particular, its normalized eigen-
vectors {qi{c)}^^i form an orthonormal basis o/R^. 
Proof: For 1 < i ^ j < n, we have by (25) and (26), 
|A,(c) — A*| > |A* — A*| - \Xi{c) — A*| > 2" — fi\\c - c*|| > v. 
Also, by (25) and (26) again, 
lA,(c)-A,-(c)| > |Ar_A j*| -|Mc)_ATHA^-\*| 2 2 v - 2 ^ c - c ^ W > 0. 口 
This corollary also shows that as c is close to c*, the eigenvalue A^(c) of 
A{c) is well separated by a gap v from A(c*)'s eigenvalues other than A^ In 
this case, the following lemma proves that the eigenvector ^(c) of A{c) is close 
to the eigenvector ^(c*) of A(c*), (see B. N. Parlett, [3], page 14 and page 
222). 
Lemma 4 For any c in set {c : ||c - c*|| < i^/fi}, there exist eigenvectors 
{&(c)}Li ofA{c) satisfying: 
U { c ) — g.(c*)|| < ^ | | c — c*l|, i 二 1，.. •，n, (29) 
where /x and v are given by (6) and (26). 
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Proof: Let r/i(c) be the unit eigenvector of.4(r) that satisfies (fy,(r))'^ 仏((.” > (). 
Let 0 denote the angle l)etween r/,(c) and q,{c*). Tlioii wv have (.os(^ ?!) > 0. 
Decompose r/,(c) in the form f/,(c) = f/,(r*)cos0 + /;siii 0, wliere p is tlie iiiiit 
vector ortliogoiial to (ji{c*) iii the plaiic spaiiiietl l>y (/,(r) aii(l (jt{c*)- Heiice, 
( .4 (c ) - .4 (c^) )^ , (r : ) 二 {K(c)I-A{cn)<u{c) 
={X,{c)I — A{c*))cu{c*)coi^d+{Xr{c)I — A{c*))psmd 
= ( A , ( c ) - X*)(h(c)cQs^+{X,{r)I - A ( c ) ) p s m ¢ . 
Using tlie facts \\(h{c*)\\ = |i7;|| = 1 and ((i,{c*)f{X,{c)I - A{c*))p 二（）（sin(..(� 
{(u{r*)Vp = () and A{c*)(u{c*) = A,^/,(r*)), we have 
|i(.4(r:) - .4(r:*))r/,(r:)||'' 二 （A,(r) - X*fros'¢^\\{Xr{r)I - A(r*))pW'^m'c|) 
> ||(A,(c)/- .4(c^))/ ;||'siii '0. (30) 
As p is orthogonal to ry,(c*), we c:aii express p l)y ]) 二 Ej#" , j f / j (r*) . Tlicii 
l)y (27) aiicl tlie fact that E j # " 5 二 丄’ w(�have 
\\{x,{c)i-A{cn)pf = iiEi^r{c)-y,)rnM^nf 
= & w - A ; ) ^ > . ^ E ^ / 5 = - ' -
)私 j ^ 
Hence l)y (30) and (5), we have 
siii^ 0 < i||(.4(c) — A{cn)(h{cW < A ( : " l l ' . 
/ / ^ “ 
Therefore, \ve have 
U{c)-cu{cnf = 2(l-(r/,:(c))7 7,:(r,)) = 2 ( l - c o s 0 ) 
？ 2//^ • 2 < 2 sin d < ~^ C - c . • 
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5 Preliminary Lemmas 
In this section, we will estimate how close the approximate eigenvectors {gf}?=i 
and {Qi^^)i=i obtained by Method II are to the eigenvectors {gi(c^+^)>r=i of 
A(c^+^). These estimates will be useful in establishing (23) and (24) for the 
case of k + 1. We begin however by showing that the error ||c^  — c*|| in each 
iteration is non-increasing. 
Lemma 5 Let c^ be such that ||c^  - c*|| < e. If (23) and (24) are true for all 
positive integers less than k, then 
||c^ +i — C*|| < ||c^  — c*|| < . . . < ||ci - c*||. (31) 
Proof: By using (24) and noting that pe < 1. 口 
By (31)，we see that ||c^ +^  — c*|| < ||ci — c*|| < e < " / " . Thus by (28), 
the eigenvalues {Ai(c^+^)>^=i of A{c^^^) are distinct. In particular, the cor-
responding set of normalized eigenvectors {gi(c^+^)>Li forms an orthonormal 
basis of R^. Moreover, by (29), we see that for any k, we can always choose 
%(c&+i) such that if ||c&+i - c*|| < e, then we have 
lk.(c^+^)-g.(c*)||<^||c^+^-c*||. (32) 
Our next three lemmas are to estimate the coefficients of qf and gf+i when 
expressed under this basis. 
Lemma 6 Let c^  be such that ||c^  — c*|| < e. Suppose that (23) and (24) are 
true for all positive integers less than k. If we write 
gf = f > _ 7 ^ ( c ' + i ) , z = l ’ V . . ， n ， (33) 
_7=1 
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then 
K ^ . | S ( ’ + W � - c * | | , l < z / , < n , (34) 
V 
and 
ar^  > ^, 1 < ^ < n. (35) 
Proof: Since {g j (c&+i) } ; i are orthonormal, we have 
n ( Y 
u — %(c'+i)ll = I I E % ^ ( C ' + 1 ) — W c ^ ) i i 二 E 4 + (1 -ai# . 
j=l \j^i 
As q^ is a unit vector, E]=i ot% = 1. Hence E j # oc% + (1 - Q^ n)^  = 2 — 2 ¾ . 
Therefore we have 
lkf — &(c"+i)|| = (2 — 2a“）i/2， 1 < z < n. 
However, according to (23), (31) and (32), we also have, 
\\q^-q^{c'^')\\ < U-q^{cnHMcl-q^{c'^')\\ 
< ^||c^_c*|l + ^||c^+^-c*|| — 丨 V 
< ( ’ + ^/2/i) cfc _ c* • 
一 V 
Therefore, we have 
^ 2 丄 h ^ N2 ^ (7" + V^")2 k * 2 L %• + (1 � � ^ ) c - c , 
j^i 
and 
a 2 ” — ( ， ： f � _ c f , l < ^ < n . (36) 
Since e < (7 + v^^/")—i, the lemma follows. 口 
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Lemma 7 Let c^ be such that ||c^  - c*|| < e. Suppose that (23) and (24) are 
true for all positive integers less than k. If we write 
n 
%"+i = EA; .%(c"+i ) , z = l，...，n, (37) 
•7=1 
then 
^ ^ ^ 1 1 ^ / . + 1 — c*|| < ?^l|c^+i — c*||, 1 < i + j < n, (38) 
J — V V 
and 
l - | f t .|<^||c '+ ' - c*|P , 1 < ^ < n. (39) 
— u ^ 
Proof: By (15) and (33), we have for all i = 1,. •., n, 
n ^ 
< 二 (A(c’ - A:/)-�f = E ,办；—,严). 
Using (16), (17) and let rf+^ 二 s ign[(u$+ifq3, then we have 
糾 糾 喊 1 ^ 碌 V ' f 斤〜,(^H-1) 
^ 二 〜 丽 = ( , ? 爹 + 1 ) - 入 : ) 2 ) ^ A # ^ ) - A , ) 
Comparing this with (37), we see that 
_ i 
A;+1 / n ^2 \ ~2 
Q . . - Ti � ” ‘ y ^ — — - ， l < t , j < n . (40) 
队3 — A,(c^+1) — A* ^ ¾ (A,(c^+i) - A*)2； - -
Therefore 
, k . 7 ( A # M i ) - A : ) | f , , ^ 4 ( M c - " ) - ^ : ) y V i < , , < n . 
l"”.l — |a.(A,(c^+i) - A*)|、1 + ^ aMA,(c^+^) 一 A:)2j - — 
(41) 
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By (25), (27) and (35), we see that 
賺"^40"^5触丨丨〜*丨丨，isww 
au{Xj{c^^^) - A*) V 
which is the first inequality in (38). The second inequality in (38) just follows 
by using the fact \oiij\ < 1. From (41), we also have 
. ( i i p 4 ( M c ^ ) - A : ) T * ) 
'^^^'"rS-MA.(c^-) -A*)^j ， 1 9 仏 (42) 
Notice that the function g((}三 C / 2 - l + (l + 0 _ " 2 has g(0) = 0 and g'(C) > 0 
for all C > 0. Therefore we have 
i_(i + ^ )-i/2< ,^ vc>o. 
Applying this inequality to (42)，we then have for all i = 1, •.. n, 
1— . ,l(^C^lM^ic'^')-^^A 
^''-2[^^aUXAc'^')-Ky|' 
Using (25), (27) and (35), we see that 
i - m < ' ^ \ \ c ' ^ ' - c r E - i 
^ j^i 
Since q^  is a unit vector, Ej^, a^ < 1, see (33). Thus (39) follows. 口 
In the last lemma of this section, we investigate the sign of /¾. 
Lemma 8 Suppose Pij are defined as in (37), then 
0 < Pn < 1, 1 < 1 < n. 
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Proof: From (42), we immediately have j3u < 1. By (17), we have 
( & ^ ) ¾ = s i g n { { v ! l ^ ' ) \ ^ M ^ ' Y ^ ' > 0. (43) 
By (33), (37) and the orthogonality of g J c ^ ) , we also have 
n 
{Qi^YQi = J2 aijf^ij 二 aiAi + E ^ A j -
j=l 计、 
From (34), (35)，（38)，(39) and the fact e < "/(2/x), we have 
Q^ufti| > |, i = l , . . . , n , (44) 
and 
|Z%j.^_^.| < 2 n M 7 : ^ � — c , c L c * | | . 
j^i 
As e < min{"(7"A^ + V^fi^)~\ p/{16n)}, therefore, we get 
l Z % A ; . | s l (45) • / . o 
计〜 
Since Oia^n > 0 by (43) and (35), we see that /¾ > 0. 口 
6 The Mathematical Induction 
In this section, we will prove that (23) and (24) are true for the case of k + 1. 
We will also show that the Jacobian matrix Jk+i defined by Method II in (13) 
is nonsingular if J(c*) is nonsingular. In particular, c^ +^ can be computed in 
(14). Firstly, we give the constants that have been used before. 
The constants 7 and p in (23) and (24) are well defined by 
(2 + V^)M 
7 二 ~ ~ ； ~ ， 
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and 
. / 4n^(2 + V2) ” ， _ i , * � 1 
P 二 mm \ pi, max A^  J (c ) p \ • 
[ V l<%<n J 
Summary all the requirements on e, see Lemma 2, Lemma 5, (36)，（44), (45) 
and (48), also in order to make sure the first step of Method II has quadratic 
convergence, we take 
e = min (eo, ^i, P"\ f , T^, 二(7" + ^2^)~\ (4^^M7ll^(c*)"iF)"'[. [ 2/x 16n [jL J 
We are now ready to prove that (23) and (24) are true for the case of k + 1. 
Lemma 9 Let c^ be such that ||c^  - c*|| < e. Suppose that (23) and (24) are 
true for all positive integers less than k. Then (23) holds for k + 1； i.e. 
k"+ i — &(c”ll < 7l|c"+i - c*||, 1 < i < n. (46) 
Proof: Since {qj{c^^^)]]^i are orthonormal, we have by (37), 
1 
n / \ 2 
||gf+i — ^ ( c ^ ) l l 二 l lEA,^(c^^^) - ^ ( c ^ ) l l = E 4 + (1 —"⑶， 
j : i W i / 
for i = 1, • • •, n. As q，is a imit vector, E]=i Pfj = 1- Hence 
E A ^ + ( l - f t ^ ) ' = 2 - 2 f t , . 
j^i 
Therefore we have 
Ik"+1 — q^{c'+')\\ = (2 - 2/fe)"2， 1 < z < n. 
Using this equality and (29), we then have, for all i 二 1，• •., n, 
Ikf+i-&(c*)|| < |k f+ i -&(c^ )|| + lkKc^) -%(c* )|| 
< (2 — 2 A 2 ) “ # � - c * | | . 
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Because f3u is positive, by substituting (39) in this inequality, (46) follows. 
• 
In the next lemma, we show that Jk+i is invertible and hence we can 
compute c ^ 2 i^ (14). 
L e m m a 10 Suppose that J{c*) is nonsingular and that c^ is such that ||c^  — 
c*|| < e. If (23) and (24) are true for all positive integers less than k, then 
J/^_i_i defined in (13) is nonsingular with 
\\Jkli\\F<2\\J{cT'\\F- (47) 
In particular, we can solve for c^+2 in (lJ^_). 
Proof: For all 1 < i + j < n, by the definitions of J(c*) and J^+i in (10) and 
(13) respectively, we have 
l[Jk^ih - [J{cnu 二 ！ (仏糾产為 -仏糾—仍⑷义冲⑷！ 
=I i:[4h,m([gf+l]Af+l]m-te(C*)]^ (C*)W| 
l.m=l 
< E 腸,爪[«(["?+1]--剛]-)丨 
l,m=l 
n 
+ E l[4'kmte(C*)]m(fe"+l]rte(C*)]Z)|. 
l,m=l 
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and after some simplications, we get 
l[J,+i],, 一 [J(c*)],,l < K.IWI|gf+i|||kf+i — &(c*)|| + lk.(c*)||lkr — %(c*)ll). 
Recall that {q-^^]f=i and {gz(c*)}Li are all unit vectors, we finally have 
I W m k , — [ J { c n U < 2 P j F l k ' + i — "“c*)||, 1 < I + j < n. 
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Thus by (6) and (23), 
iiJ.+i — j{c^)wi < t mMiht' - %(c*)in < 4 n M V i k ^ - c*ir. 
^j=i 
By (31) and the fact that ||c -^c*|| < e < {4:y/nfij\\J{c*)-^\\F)~^, we then have 
I|A+1 — J{cnwl < 16二；;*)—1||务-4||J(c*)-i|| -^ (48) 
Write 
J(c*)-iJfc+i = I - J(c*)-^(J(c*) — Jk+l)三 I 一 丑， 
then by (48), we have 
\\E\\F<\\J{c*)-'\\F\\J{cn-Jk+l\\F<l-
Hence by applying Lemma 2.3.3 in Golub and van Loan [2], we see that 
J(c*)]Jfc+i is nonsingular (which implies that Jk+i is nonsingular) and 
ll�-+V(c*)llF 二 ll(/ — E)-'WF < ^ 3 j ^ < 2. 
Thus, ||J,-+M|^  二 ||�—+V(c*)J(c*)-i||F < 2p{c*)-'WF. • 
Finally, we prove that (24) is true for the case of k + 1. 
L e m m a 11 Let c^  be such that ||c^  - c*|| < e. Suppose that (23) and (24) are 
true for all positive integers less than k. Then (24) holds for k + 1； i.e., 
||c^+'-c*|l<p||c^+^-c*|p. 
Proo f : Let Q(c*)三[gi(c*)，..、QVz(c*)] and Q^+i 三 b P V . . , d + i ] . Clearly, 
by (4), Q(c*) is orthogonal. Define 
/ + y = Q(c* fQ,+ i . (49) 
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By (46), we have 
ll^ ||F = ||Q(C*)TQfc+l-/||F=||Qfc+l-Q(C*)l|F 
(n \ 1/2 
= ( ^ E Ik"+1 — "Jc*)||2) < 7x^l|cWi — ,*||. (50) 
Using (49), we can write 
Q[+iA(c*)Q,+i = (Qr+iQ(c*))(Q(c*)^A(c*)Q(c*))(0(c*)^+i) 
二 （ / + \ 0了八 * ( / + 乂） 
= A * + A*y + V^A* + V^A*V, (51) 
where A* = diag(A^,. •., A*). 
From the definition of Jk in (13), we see that 
n 
[J.+i . c*]. = E f e ' + i f A . & ^ . S* = fe^fA(c*)"f+i, 1 < ^ < n, 
j=i 
i.e., the vector Jk+i • c* gives the main diagonal of Ql^^A{c*)Qk+i- Thus 
comparing the main diagonal entries of matrices on both side of (51)，we get 
J ^ + i . c * = (At，A;，...，A:)r-i / ; , (52) 
where w 二 diag(A*V + V^A* + V^A*V), i.e. 
[ H 二 2AnWz,z •+ E \*M?，z, 1 < z < n- (53) 
i=i 
Using (14) in (52), we then have 
J , + i ( c * - c ^ ) = ^ 
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By (47), this becomes 
||cM2 一 c*|| < ||Jf+ii|||H| < 2||J(c*)-i||F|HI. (54) 
It remains to estimate \\w\\. For this, we first note that by the definition of 
V in (49) and the fact that Q{c*) is orthogonal, we have 
I + y + y ^ + y ^ y 二（/ + v f { i + y ) = Qr+ iQ(c* )Q(c* )^+ i = Ql+iQk+i-
Since {力&+1}^二1 are unit vector, we see that the main diagonal entries of 
Ql^iQk+i are 1. Hence we see that the main diagonal entries o f V + V^ + V^V 
are zeros. Therefore, we get 
[vh = - l t [ v ] l , 1 < ^ < n. 
i=i 
Putting this back into (53), we then have 
EM? < 2(t(A*r[^]?.+E(EA*[ny4 
i=i |^ i=i i=i i=i ) 
^ 4 i r ^ ^ | A : | ^ T O 2 
1 — 1 J = 1 
n n 
< 4 m a x | A * r ( E E r e ^ 
l<t<n ^f ' J —— z=l j=l 
< 4max |A*n|y|| .^ 
— l<i<n ^ 
Thus by (50), we get 
\w\\ < 27nmax|A*p||c^+^ - c*|p. 
The lemma now follows by putting this estimate back into (54). 口 
Let us end the proof of the mathematical induction with the case k 二 1. 
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Lemma 12 Let c^ be such that ||c^  - c*|| < e. Then (23) and (24) hold for 
k = 1. 
Proof: As have already remarked in §2, the second iterants (? for Methods I 
and II are the same, since the exact eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed 
in the first iteration in both methods. Thus by Theorem 1, and the fact that 
|ci — c*|| < 6i < e, we have 
||c2-c*||<pi||c^-c*||2<p||ci-c*|p. 
i.e. (24) holds. By (29), we also have, for all i 二 1，. • •，n, 
lki - q^{cn\\ = Mc') - q^{cn\\ < ^Wc' — c*|l- • 
Proof of Theorem 2 : Lemma 12 shows that (23) and (24) hold for k 二 
1. Using Lemma 10，Lemma 11 and mathematical induction, the quadratic 
convergence follows. 口 
7 Concluding Remarks 
As we have mentioned previously, the iterants generated by our Methods I and 
II are the same as that generated by Methods I and II in [1]. We have proved 
that Method II is still quadratically convergent, although it is a quasi-Newton 
method. In Freidland, Nocedal and Overton [1], they presented numerical 
experiments which illustrate this quadratic convergence. In that paper, they 
also considered the case where multiple eigenvalues were given. They proposed 
several modified Newton-type methods, and the numerical examples show that 
they are methods with quadratic convergence. 
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